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SOMETHING DIFFERENT – JACK CAUGHT ON WEB 
 
After talking about a website for my business for the past few years 
now it was time to get the ball rolling. I picked a local company to start 
and after four design layouts it was clear they knew nothing about 
fishing or the look I was after, so I decided I’ll get the front page 
layout required. With a background in advertising I knew in my mind 
what I was after. I said to my mate Mario, “Sunday morning we’re 
going to catch a Mangrove Jack for the front page of the website. 
 
It was 5:30am on a still October morning, a pleasant 20 minutes run to
the ‘Jack Hole’ (a well known spot at Caloundra on the Sunshine 
Coast). I tied on a 3” Deep Mad Mullet in gold and started probing this 
small but productive hole on the last of the run out tide. By 8:30am we 
had 2 nice Mangrove Jack in the holding tank, a 52cm Jack, a 49cm 
Jack as well as a 69cm Flathead. I got on the mobile and rang a friend 
with an underwater camera to get the shot I needed for the website.  
 
High tide wasn’t until 3pm that afternoon so we put the fish in an air-
rated tank to travel the 20 minutes to Caloundra bar area for cleaner 
water to film. We selected a pocket of water about knee deep, now 
running clean at the start of the making tide. I grabbed the 52cm Jack 
and pinned the lure back in its mouth, placed it in the water (as the 
cameraman was still getting the camera together). It shook its head, 
released itself and swam off. I looked at Mario with a stunned mullet 
look on my face and thought, I ‘m glad we caught two. 

This time I knew I had to pin the second fish better, I really didn’t feel good about jamming the hooks back in the Jack’s 
mouth. You can view this 49cm Jack at www.livelylures.com and you will notice the stress around the head and lips. 
 
With the camera work completed I tagged this Jack and released it a considerable distance from where I caught it. I 
couldn’t help but wonder how it would go after that experience. 
 
Well six weeks later we were back once again at the Jack Hole looking for another Jack attack. The first fish was a 42cm 
Jack that was tagged, a quick photo then back in the water. What happened next blew me out of the water. About six 
casts later I was on again, another Jack. Mario netted the fish and noticed a tag. Not thinking, I said, “Is that the fish I 
just tagged?” and no sooner had I spoke Mario said, “This tag has growth on it”. He wiped off a small amount of weed 
and read out the tag number N82531. I looked at him (once again with a stunned mullet look) and realised this was the 
fish we photographed for the website (see photo). 
 
As you can see the Jack was no worse for the experience, being taken from its home six weeks earlier and released 
12km from where it was caught and finding its way back home. What a wonderful story this tagging has shown us. I 
really felt good on the run back to the ramp that afternoon knowing not only did that fish survive but was in prime 
condition.                                                               
 
Alan Dolan 
Lively Lures 
 
Lively Lures has been a long time supporter of Suntag (Bill Sawynok) 


